choose, among the generally infinitely many orthonormal sets which determine the same linear manifold and the same closed linear manifold as {f n }, a particular one, which will be called the orthonormal set attached to {/ n }. Let S0Î now be a closed linear manifold in §, © a relatively open subset of 9JÎ, in brief an O-set in SDÎ, that is, such that for every ƒ of © there exists a real e>0 such that if g is in SDÎ and |g-•ƒ) ^€, then g belongs to ©. The set consisting of the points of © and of its points of accumulation is the closure of an O-set of 9Ji, in brief a C-set in 9ft, and is still a subset of SÛÎ.
The sphere with center © and radius r>0 is the set consisting of the points g of § such that | g-ƒ | <r for every ƒ of ©, whenever such set is not empty. The same definition holds when © is a C-set in 9K; the set consisting of the points of sphere and of its points of accumulation will be named a closed sphere.
Recalling the definition of diameter of a set in a metric space, 8 it is easy to prove the following lemma.
(1) LEMMA The sequence {ffi} formed with the elements of {f m } belonging to ©£ 2) is also not empty, is dense in ©£ 2)
, and is a sub-sequence of {f$} ;
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and the same properties are valid for the sequence {ffi} chosen with respect to @£ 2) (w = l, 2, • • • ). Let / m ( n > be the first element, in the ordering of {f m }, which belongs to {fjp}. If e >0 is given, there exists an integer M such that dM<e/2, and if ni, n*>M, it follows that
Therefore, for S, Postulate E, p. 3, there exists an ƒ such that lining f min) =ƒ. Since, for n>M> / m(n) belongs to ©$, and ©$ is closed, ƒ belongs to ©$ as well, and then it belongs to every ©|£\ When g is an arbitrarily chosen element of ©j/, we have
U-/I S 2d M <e,
and therefore ƒ is a point of accumulation of S0Î according to our definition. 2)? being closed, we conclude that ƒ belongs to SDÎ, and consequently to every © m . The uniqueness of/ is easily proved, Q.E.D. 
+29l[(gi-f)X(g2-gi)] £(l/m)(2d+l/m). From this, if SR [(&-ƒ) X(gî-gi)]èO, it follows that \gt-gi\g((l/m)(2d+l/tn)yi*.
If
, we may reach the same result by interchanging gi and g 2 . and so ce+/3 = l, g3 = g2+|3(gi~~g2). From the comparison of these two expressions obtained for g 3 , we are enabled to say that every equality or inequality involving a, /3, g h g 2i gz will still remain true after having interchanged a with j8, g\ with gz. Now, we have: 
so that we may apply to g\ and gz the result obtained above. Thus I £3 -gi I ^ ((l/m)(2d + l/m)) ll2 f and interchanging gi with g 2 , we have |g3 -g2| ^ ((l/m)(2d+l/m) ) 112 . Therefore, under any circumstance, \gi-gi\g2Ul/tn)(2d+l/fn))U*.
We have now shown that the diameter of © m converges to 0 when m-» 00, and that the requirements of Lemma (2) PROOF. Let 9JÏ be a closed linear manifold, {f n } a sequence dense in §. For (3) it is possible to find, for each f n , a point $» in M such that \f,-$*\ <\fn-g\ for every g?*$> of 2tt. We want to showthat {go 0 } is dense in ffl. In fact, for every g in 2ft and «>0, there exists an integer n such that \g-f n \ <e/2. Then |gó" )-/»| =\i~f A <*/2, \gP-g\ ^Uo";-/»|+|/»-g| <*, Q-E.D.
When the closed linear manifold SD? is given, and {gd n)
} is built according to the proof of (4), let {<£ n } be the orthonormal set attached to {go n) }-{<f>n} determines the closed linear manifold 2JÎ, and will be said to be attached to 3DÎ. Now we are able to prove the fundamental theorem: PROOF. Let {<t> n \ be the orthonormal set attached to 3Ri, and 1 according to S, Theorem 1.7,/ 3 =/2-ƒ1 is orthogonal to 2)?i, hence an element of 9D? 3 . The other parts of the proof may be omitted, as they are very simple.
Thus the first aim pointed out in the beginning of this paper is reached. We may add, in case WI2 = $ in (5), that ƒ1 is the projection of fz=f on 9Jîi, and that the element go of (3) is the projection of fonm.
We now want to prove the following theorem. } be a sequence dense in §, and g n the projection
